Seniors to play recitals
bass and Miss McLaughlin "For Double Bass Alone," which
features special effects only
performing on the piano.
The first section of tonight's recently developed in double bass
performance will feature Jarboe writing.
performing Henry Eccles'
The fourth section of tonight's
"Sonata in G minor" in four recital will feature the Taylor
movements. Following the brass quintet, playing a baroque
opening - section,
Miss composition,
"Canzona
McLaughlin will play three Bergamasca." Following in
sonatas by Scarlatti, Soler and termission, Jarboe will perform
Beethoven. Section three will Antonio Capuzzi's "Concerto for
consist of William Sydeman's Double Bass," which consists of
twentieth-century composition, three movements. Closing the
recital, Miss McLaughlin will
perform Schumann's "Romance,
Op. 28, Number 2," and
"Scaramouche" by Darius
Milhaud. Beverly Hardiman,
sophomore music major, will
accompany Jarboe on the piano,
and Timothy Nelson, senior
music major, will assist Miss
McLaughlin as second pianist on
the final number.
by Mark Sakuta
of political science, and his wife
Future plans for the two music
ECHO news editor
were in Fort Wayne at that ime students include teaching on the
Monday's Service Recognition taking the oath of allegiance to junior high, or high school level
Convocation served as the annual the United States and completing in the instrumental and vocal
ceremony for the presentation of
their citizenship requirements. areas. Following the per
various service awards to Taylor
Dale Heath, professor of an formance this evening, the public
Joan McLaughlin and Eric Jarboe will present a joint recital at
personnel. Franklin L. Lusk, cient language and history, was is invited to the reception which
the Eastbrook Middle School Cafetorium at 8.15 p.m. tonight.
associate professor of music, led awarded $100 for outstanding is to take place in the foyer of the
Miss McLaughlin will emphasize piano sonatas, while Jarboe
the congregation in the singing of teaching as he was named school.
will preform on the double bass. ECHO photo by Scott McBeth.
"Holy, Holy, Holy" as Benjamin Distinguished Professor of the
Del Vecchio, assistant professor Year. Heath spoke briefly and
of music, directed the Taylor stated that he has learned much
orchestra, which accompanied from his students during his
the congregation.
years at Taylor. While ex
Following the invocation by Dr. pressing that he was grateful for
Robert Pitts, academic dean, the award, he decided to return
Kirk Parr, a junior music major, $75 to the student scholarship
was featured on the French horn fund for the Faculty Scholarship
as the orchestra performed Award, and $25 to the library for
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY, UPLAND, INDIANA 46989
"Horn ConcertoOpus 11." Parr is a subscription to the Jerusalsm
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the winner of the Bowermeister- Post.
Williams Concerto Contest.
Dr. Pitts congratulated the
orchestra and then gave the
introduction to the Student
Service Awards. He explained
that the awards "also give
recognition to other individuals
in a vicarious way." Thomas
by Nancy Jackson
emergency or personal injury
individuals trained in both personally.
Beers, dean of students,
ECHO feature editor
Confidentialness is a necessary warrants an identity disclosure.
Christian
and
guidance
services
presented the Citizenship Award
The pressures of "growing-up" are now being given their much- condition
of
counseling:
When the four walls of a dorm
to Faye Chechowich. Dr. Pitts
and "adjusting to life" in college needed consideration within the safeguarding it is of major room or the two ears supplied by
gave the Theater Award to Jay
are little more than a joke to offices of the Student Ministries concern to the staff in Student friends become insensitive to the
Cunningham and the Music
some people. Therefore, it may on campus. Next year there will Ministries. "We all must needs of a student in search of
Award to Kirk Parr.
be surprisingto some students to be a full-time counselor-teacher acknowledge our 'humanness," advice or guidance, Taylor is now
George A. Glass, athletic discover that
there are in the person of Dr. Ernie at one time or another, but it is providing an excellent option for
director, presented the Gatespsychological problems that Valutis, who will have charge of much easier to admit our its students and community.
Howard Award to Gary Friesen arise outside of the usual symp
distresses to another human who "Contrary to the uninformed
the Counseling Center.
and the Alumni Athletic Award to
toms of "senior-itis, final-fatigue,
Since emotional stresses and insures us it will remain view that making use of
Brad Shrock.
psychological counseling is a sign
and library-mania."
disturbances are a common private," said Griffin.
Dr. Pitts also gave pins of
Depending
upon
the occurance among
Students can contact the center of weakness, the center views its
college
recognition to Debbie Stoutland seriousness of the personal students, this center will provide, directly, without any in services as an adjunct to the
and Gary Horning, Ilium editors, problem or predicament, most without charge, the services of a termediaries, and all referrals to overall educational enterprise,"
and to Chris Newman and Dave students contact a PA or hall trained and experienced coun the center are made on a stated Griffin. "The primary aim
Moolenaar, Echo editors.
director. While these counselors selor for students desiring help in voluntary basis. The only ex of counseling is the development
Dr. Pitts then introduced the are generally successful in the solution of
personal ceptions to this rule are in in of the student's own initiative and
Faculty and Staff Service solving problems and arranging problems.
stances
where
serious independent thinking."
Awards by recognizing Dr. Milo compromises between estranged
"Students should not feel
Rediger, president of the roommates, in some cases the inhibited to bring any problems
university, for 31 years of ser need for a more intensive form of to us," commented Charles
vice. President Rediger then counseling is recommended.
Griffin, this year's counselor in
named individuals who have
Those problems that require the center. "Whether it is fear of
served at least 10 years to Taylor. the attention and consideration of examinations, difficulties in
Those receiving pins or cer
studying, conflicts with family or
tificates for 20 or more years of
friends, boy-girl problems, unservice include Don J. Odle, head
certaintly about one's choice of
by Kathy Powers
from Ball State who has been
basketball coach, Alice K.
vocation, general self-doubt,
ECHO news writer
assisting
in teaching percussion
Holcombe, director of the
depression, or vague feelings of
at Taylor and also has been
The
second
annual
'concert
on
library, Hazel E. Carruth,
dissatisfaction or tension, we are
working with the band.
professor of English, Virginia F.
always willing to hear them," the greens' of the Taylor Band
will be Tuesday, May 14, at 7 p.m.
Cline, chief accountant, Jennie A.
Other selections for the concert
continued Griffin.
Lee, professor of elementary
include: "Michael," "Eleanor
"To be a Christian does not at the Taylor lake.
"The concert will vary from Rigby" and "Yesterday,"
education, Jack D. Patton,
mean that you won't have any
associate professor of art,
problems, Being 'Christian' the lighter type music to show "Valdres," "A Tribute to Glen
Elisabeth Poe, professor of
creates problems out of the tunes and marches," explained Miller," "Barnum and Bailey's
biology, Lois A. Weed, assistant
demands Christ places on us to be Corlyle Drake, director of the Favorites," and "Concerto for
librarian, Elmer N. Nussbaum,
Drums" featuring Joe Moravec.
an individual and grow in our band.
professor of physics, and Hilda L.
Students who will be con "Dixieland Concerto" will also
faith," continued Griffin.
Steyer, associate professor of
Emotional problems are in no ducting the band are: David be featured with soloists Don
music.
the Riley on the clarinet, David
way "abnormal," but they need Lawson, "Parade of
Dr. Pitts announced the
not be accepted as unavoidable. Charioteers;" Donald Riley, McMahon on the trumpet, Jill
retirement of Charles M. Davis,
Through an increased self- "Water Music"; Michael Sad Drake on tenor sax, Ray
associate professor of English.
"Highlights
from DelaHaye on trombone, David
awareness and self-knowledge, dler,
Davis was recognized for 12
this counseling service stresses Camelot"; andTomAryes, "Dry Lawson on tuba and Terry
years of service.
the "real" individual, and the Bones." Terence Mahadey will Harnish on the drum set.
Dr. Pitts next revealed that
Students may bring blankets or
discovery of solutions that are direct "Songs of Sonny and
Dr. Ernie Valutis
Sunki Choe, assistant professor
best for him spiritually and Cher." He is a doctoral candidate chairs to hear the band.
by Don Hill
ECHO news writer
Tonight the Taylor music
department will be presenting
Joan McLaughlin and Eric
Jarboe, both senior music
majors, in their graduation
recital. The joint recital will
begin at 8:15 p.m. and will take
place in the Eastbrook Middle
School Cafetorium. The recital
consists of seven sections with
Jarboe performing on the double

Personnel receive

service recognition

eoho

Full-time counselor

Valutis to head center

Band to perform second
concert on the greens'
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The federal prison system realizes
that convicts who do not have
meaningful work to do become restless
and uncooperative. Therefore, in 1934,
Federal Industries Incorporated was
instituted in all federal penitentiaries.
Under this system, this government
corporation provides training and work
for federal prisoners, the inmates are
paid a small amount for their work, and
often these wages are sent to the in
mate's family.
This system of federal institutions is
to be commended. But the fact is that
not all states have established com
pulsory work programs for convicts in

Prisoners
pay 'debt'
to society

The editorial policy of this paper is determined by the editorial board. Opinions expressed a
ECHO editorial policy are the responsibility of the editor and the editorial board, and do not
express the official opinion of Taylor University. Signed columns, letters to the editor, a
other signed materials represent only the individual opinions of their authors.
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
As one looks upon the day of
fasting, humiliation and prayer,
one sees an effectively Christian
campus being apparently inef
fective. It seemed that the
general attitude of the student
body was one of apathy. Two
special chapel services were held
at times convenient for the
student body, but few made them
a priority. Granted, many may
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have been praying on their own,
running here and there as the day
so ordered, but yet when it gets
right down to it, where are our
priorities?
April 30th was not only
designated as a day of prayer,
but prayer meant to be con
centrated with fasting and
humiliation. There were 641
students participating in TWO'S
skip-a-meal, but how many ac
tually used that time for prayer
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and fasting instead of eating at
Ponderosa or McDonald's?
It is sad that when our nation
cries for help, we as a Christian
community cannot spend even a
few hours together on our knees.
It is our prayer that next April
30th Taylor will be a more ef
fectively Christian campus.
Very Sincerely,
Beth Houk
Laurie Robinson
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state-owned prisons.
Work gives convicts a means of
releasing frustration from the daily
monotony or prison life. Instead of being
locked in a small room day in and day
out, prisoners that are allowed to work
are given a greater degree of freedom
that furnishes a facet of meaningful
existence in their lives. Also, com
pulsory work for able-bodied convicts
fulfills society's demands that violators
of the establishment "pay their debt" to
society by contributing work to the
state. Therefore, every state needs to
pass legislation to provide training and
work for inmates in its institutions.

.. j

( editorial page.

Change necessary
in open house rules
There are probably as many attitudes
about open house visitation as there are
students and administrators in the
Taylor community. Ideas vary from 24hour visiting privileges to none at all,
from week-end to week-day policies,
from open house seven days a week to
none during the school year.
Most students and administrators, at
least theoretically, accept the idea that
there is some virtue in the concept of
open houses. Boy-girl relationships can
be build on a casual basis; students can
learn to initiate conversations with
others they do not know; everyone can
get practice in being hospitable hosts
and hostesses; and, last but not least,
open house can act as a catalyst for
campus social activity. Beyond this
rationale, most of the discussion starts.
One of the chief areas of contention is
the frequency of open houses.
Presently, the Student Life Handbook
specifies, "Residence halls may not
exceed having two open house functions
per month." This limit is, prehaps, too
restrictive in some cases. One can
certainly agree with the fact that it is
possible to over-do the number of open
houses, and cause disinterest as well as
abuse.
We feel, however, that there should
not be an established limit to the
number of open houses that a hall can
have. Wengatz has recently conducted a
poll in the residence hall and results
indicate that a good majority of those
answering the polls were in favor of
more open houses.
We believe the decision about when to
have open house should be left up to the
discretion of the individual hall
directors acting on the advice of the
PA's. They are in a'good position to
register feedback on this program and
decisions could be based on each dor
mitory situation. We urge that the
present policy of open house be revised
for the new handbook so that there are
no limits set on the number of open
houses that can occur each month.

Please type, triple-spacing,
all Letters to the Editor.'
Thank you,
The Editors
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Evaluation results

Report influences

by Dale Grimes
ECHO feature writer
To evaluate the overall status
of operation at Taylor, the Board
of Trustees two years ago
established a Forward Planning
Commission (FPC) to recom
mend "objectives, policies,
organization, personnel and
facilities needed by Taylor to
continue its unique ministry for
the balance of the 1970's."
A selected group of seven men
comprised the commission,
chartered by Tim Barnes. Also, a
number of sub-committees were
established which evaluated the
current Taylor program and
suggested goals and objectives
for consideration by the com
mission.
The final report of the FPC was
released in May 1973, and a copy
was made available to students
on reserve at the circulation desk
in the library in January, 1974.
The scope of the detailed report
deals with: beliefs underlying the
basic philosophy, mission and
objective of Taylor; organization
and personnel; academic and
spiritual mission; social, cultural
and physical development;
student recruitment, counseling
and placement; and Taylor's
objectives in the realm of
finances, public relations and
development.
In one section of the 52-page
report, the commission carefully
relayed the key beliefs of the
institution and recommended
that the statement of faith be
rewritten "in more con
temporary terms for clear un
derstanding by prospective
students, their parents, and
various Taylor publics." Out of
this and other recommendations,
the office of Student Affairs is
now releasing a revised version
of this statement that is part of
the admission requirements.
The document also defined a
clear policy for the acquisition of
personnel,
students,
and
trustees. It recognized through
several sources of input "that
there are a number of faculty on
campus who are doing an un
satisfactory teaching job." Their
academic preparation was
satisfactory according to the
commission, but it was felt that

they, along with other faculty
members "continue to keep up to
date in their major discipline and
take such in-service and ad
ditional academic training as
required to maintain top
academic preparation in their
major field."
Elsewhere in the report, the
commission's probing suggested
that students and alumni favored
study of such two year associate
programs as computer science,
registered nursing, dental
hygiene, and para-medical. The
FPC also encouraged the in
troduction of "new programs
utilizing existing space and
personnel, and the development
of co-operative programs with
other educational institutions."
Recommendations to the review
of these programs are presently
under consideration by the Ad
Hoc Committee on Academic
Missions, chaired by Dr. Walter
Randall.
In the wake of much local
criticism, the continuance of the
chapel-type
program
was
overwhelmingly supported by
students and alumni who par
ticipated in the report. To
develop a stronger spiritual
mission, the commission urged
that outstanding "Christian
statesmen" who by life-style,
personal witness, teaching,
preaching and writing ability be
recruited to communicate
"Taylor's spiritual committment
to both the on-campus and offcampus community."
In another part of the com
mission's report, the alumni
expressed the essential nature of
the intercollegiate athletic
program. It was stated that
"without its sports program,
Taylor simply could not have
become what it is." There was
"consistent recommendation
that there be more intramurals
for female students" within the
same section.
The resident housing program
was scrutinized also, and the
report showed that "in spite of
student's strong feelings about
the residence hall program, they
are surprisingly critical of the
head residents. Additionally,
they feel that the personnel
assistants are not performing a

function that is of value or is
acceptable to the students." The
report went on to mention that
the faculty is sharply critical of
the residence halls for not
providing an atmosphere condusive for those students desiring
to study.
The FPC also encouraged the
evaluation of constructing a
large lounge between Wengatz
and Grace Olson halls. A com
mittee chaired by Tom Beers,
dean of students, has been ap
pointed for this purpose and
research is in process. Both halls
would serve as housing units for
freshman students and the ad
dition would provide an informal
social meeting place with
television and lounge areas,
kitchen
facilities
and
recreational equipment for all
freshmen students.
Although the report was
released over a year ago, its
impact on campus facilities,
students and faculty is still being
experienced. The FPC report will
undoubtedly continue to have a
major impact and influence on
the modification and alteration of
those areas which were under
consideration within the report.

training schools, and hospital
schools of nursing.
To apply for a Basic Grant, an
"Application for Determination
of Basic Grant Eligibility" must
be obtained, completed and
mailed to P. O. Box 2468,
Washington, D. C. 20013. Within a
month, the student will be
notified of his eligibility index,
which is calculated on the basis
of a formula applied consistently
to all applicants. He then submits
the notification to the school of
his choice, which calculates the
amount of his Basic Grant.
Application forms may be
obtained from high school
guidance counselors and student
financial aid officers at in
stitutions of postsecondary
education. During the summer
months they will also be
available at public libraries, or
by writing to P. O. Box 84,
Washington, D. C. 20044.
Other forms of Federal student
assistance, such as Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants,

designs in one of the classes in which he spoke last Wednesday.
He is a member of the "White Roots of Peace" North American
Indian group which spent Tuesday and Wednesday at Taylor.
While here, the group presented lectures and seminars, gave a
handicraft exhibit in the Student Union, and had a "talkback
with Taylor Trends. ECHO photo by Scott McBeth.

Pre-marital clinic

Couples study marriage
by Debi King
ECHO feature writer
Why do you want to get
married?
What is love?
Why have a church wedding?
These are just a few of the
many questions that 15 engaged
couples have been discussing in
LA 139 on three recent Wed
nesday evenings. This year's
annual pre-marital clinic was
directed by a panel of three
professors:
William
Hill,
minister to students, Charles
Nies, assistant professor of
psychology, and Larry Miller,
instructor of sociology.
For pre-prepartion, all of the

Secretary asks eligible people
to apply for BEOG Program
HEW Press Release
Basic Educational Opportunity
rant Program application
irms for the 1974-75 academic
?ar are now available, HEW
;cretary Caspar W. Weinberger
is announced.
The Secretary urged all
igible students who began their
>st-secondary education after
pril 1, 1973, and who are
anning to enroll on a full-time
isis for the 1974-75 academic
?ar to obtain one of the new
rms and apply for a Basic
rant.
"During the coming year," he
lid, "3475 million will be used to
isist an estimated one million
udents. Basic Grants will range
om $50 to over $800, with an
rerage of $475 per student."
iiese grants can be used to help
•fray the costs of tuition, fees,
iom, board, and miscellaneous
:penses for students attending
rer 5,000 eligible colleges,
liversities, junior colleges,
jcational, technical, career

Sakowentetha demonstrates the symbolism of Indian beadwork

College Work-Study, National
Direct Student and Guaranteed
Student Loans, are available in
addition to Basic Grants. A
student may also be eligible to
apply for State or private sources
of aid.
Receipt of a Basic Grant in no
way limits a student's chances to
obtain other financial assistance
as long as that student needs
additional aid to pursue his
postsecondary education.

Notice from Clinic
Please return all equipment
borrowed from the Health
Center by May 17,1974. If it is
not returned, the price of the
article will be charged to you
and sent to the business office.
Any medicine bottles you
have from the Health Center
can beautoclavedand reused.
Any returned would be ap
preciated.
Thank you,
L. Page, R.N.

individuals attending filled out a
question and answer multiplechoice test concerning every
area of marriage. Each couple
then compared their answers and
found out which problems they
might face in their coming
marriage. Some differences
concerned budgeting money,
feelings toward in-laws, the
number of children they wanted.
One Taylor couple said, "it
helped us talk about things we
never would have discussed."
A 15-minute talk was given by
one of the professors at the
beginning of each session. Pastor
Hill talked on the overall view of
a Christian marriage. Besides
looking at marriage from a
religious
perspective,
the
psychological and financial
aspects were also discussed by
|Dr. Nies and Miller respectively.
A question and answer period
was conducted during the last
half of each meeting. "Would it

be financially feasible for two
couples to share an apartment?"
was just one of the questions in
which both the pro's and con's
were discussed.
Dr. Janell Goetcheus was the
guest speaker at the last session
which dealt with contraceptives
and human reproduction. A
movie was shown which en
couraged the engaged couples to
think about the sex problems
which might arise in a marriage.
According to Pastor Hill, plans
for next year's pre-marital clinic
are currently being made. They
are hoping to reserve a nearby
camp for an entire weekend. The
benefits of such a setting would
be a more relaxed atmosphere as
well as 10-12 hours of con
centrated study on marriage in
the Friday to Sunday time span.
The three leaders would lecture,
show movies and would also be
available for personal coun
seling.

Clark to close concerts
singing folk-rock music
by Malcolm Shook
ECHO news writer

James Taylor, in addition to
several of his own compositions.

Tonight SUB will sponsor the
last mini-concert of the 1973-74
school year. Gary Clark will be
featured in the Student Union
Building, and will give per
formances at 8:15 and 9:15 p.m.
Admission will be free, according
to Matt Patterson, SUB weekend
director.

Clark sings and accompanies
himself on the guitar. He has had
no formal training, but has
developed his musical ability on
his own. While in high school.
Clark played in a rock band, and
later joined a Christian singing
group. He has played for several
organizations around the Taylor
community, especially Campus
Life. He will be backed up by
Jack Keller on guitar, and oc
casionally by another vocalist.

Clark prefers music in the folkrock style, and his concert will
consist mainly of that type of
music. However, he intends to
mix in other styles in order to
give the concert a flavor other
than just rock. He will perform
songs written by Livingston and

Clark is a senior Christian
Education major. He plans to
continue working with Campus
Life after graduation.
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Bikathon, Taylathon

J u n i o r s w i n it a l l
by Tim North
ECHO sports editor
Last Saturday there was a
carnival atmosphere on campus.
The cause was not Youth Con
ference or Homecoming, but
something
else
just
as
synonymous with Taylor. It was
Taylathon Day, when class
competition is at its keenest, with
a variety of sports for athletes
and non-athletes alike.
The day of tennis, archery,
couples softball, and many other
events, was again brought to a
climax with the annual Bikathon,
which was a highlight of the day
for hundreds of spectators.

Dan
Pfeifer
(right),
sophomore, shows what may
happen in tense Bikathon
action.
Tim
Gorman
(above), freshman, shows
his form in making an ex
change.
Neither
the
sophomore or freshmen
were able to get going,
however, as they finished
third and fourth respec
tively.

The bike race, with all its
"thrills and spills" is something
totally different among sports
events. Those who participate
are real athletes who spend time
training for their event, and who
often are thoroughly familiar
with every aspect of bike riding
whether it be cross country
riding or track racing.
The experience of many of
Taylor's riders in the Bikathon
makes the race a match of
seasoned
veterans.
Ap
propriately, this year's race was
won by an experienced junior
class. Six of the eight junior
riders had ridden in this annual

event at least once before, and
many of these men have par
ticipated in Wandering Wheels'
various trips.
Other bike teams had ex
perienced riders also, but a
combination of seasoning, en
thusiasm, teamwork, and speed
helped to make a winning for
mula for the juniors. According
to Brian Sauer, a member of the
winning team, "taking time on
turns and exchanges" and "a
smooth-riding bike" were also
big factors in the team's success.
The winning time for the class
of '75 was 74:32.5 for the 64 laps.
Jerry Garrett, who last year set a
course record in riding a 59second lap, saw his record erased
by two of his teammates. Mark
Rupp, the seventh junior rider,
turned in a lap time of 58.9.
Later, another tenth of a
second was shaved, by both Doug
Stone, of the senior class, and
Tom Haifley, another junior, to
make the new mark 58.8 seconds
for the course which measures
just under one-half mile.
Final results of the race in
cluded a second place finish for
the seniors; a third spot for
sophomores, who had an unforturate accident that cost them
a higher finish; and a traditional
fourth place for the freshmen,
who rode well, but, as usual,
lacked experience.
Riders for the championship
junior class team included: Jerry
Garrett, Mike May, Brian Sauer,
Mark Terry, Pete Dybvad, Paul
Rose, and Tom Haifley.

Isn't that what you really want? To make a difference? To help people. To change things. To love others
with God's love.- • You can! • Your life can count. • Whether you're a writer, accountant athlete, musician,
professor, secretary, teacher, doctor, nurse-your life can count! • Whether your vision is to help high school
students, college students, athletes, military personnel, laymen or internationals-your life can count! •
Whether you want to serve in the United States, Asia, Europe, or Africa—for two years or for a lifetime—as a
Campus Crusade for Christ staff member, your life can count for eternity! • You'll be part of a growing team
of over 4,000 men and women who share the love and forgiveness of Jesus Christ in 67 countries of the
world! • You'll help to change people, change cities, change nations, change the world! You will help to
fulfill the Great Commission in this generation! • You will count in the greatest cause in the history of the
world! • Isn't that really what you want to do? • Then send for the full details! • Find out how you can be
trained! • How you can be sent! How you can start counting! START COUNTING NOW!
Mr. Curt Mackey
Personnel Dept.
Campus Crusade for Christ International
Arrowhead Springs
San Bernardino, California 92414
YES, I WANT MY UFE TO COUNT! Send me full

information on the exciting opportunities for
training and service as a Campus Crusade for
Christ staff member.

Name
Address.
City
State
Phone
School
Year of Graduation.

ALSO NEEDED NOW: Men and women to serve
overseas on unique two-yearassignments com
30mbining their educational or professional skills
with an effective Christian witness. All talents
llents
and skills needed. Training provided.
••
•Check here for complete information
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST INTERNATIONAL
Arrowhead Springs, San Bernardino, Ca. 92414
Telephone (714) 886-5224
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perspective
Drug laws perplex
by Mark Dungan
potential and are used for
ECHO perspective writer
medical treatment with limited
The process of penalizing a physical or
psychological
drug abuser today has become a
very involved process. According
to the new drug laws, drugs are
broken down into five different
schedules.
Schedule One includes drugs
with a high potential for abuse
and no accepted medical use,
such as LSD, mescaline, heroin,
marijuana and hashish. With the
exception of marijuana and other
non-narcotic drugs, Schedule One
and Schedule Two carry the
highest penalty.
Schedule Two contains such
drugs as opium and its
derivatives: codeine and mor
phine. These drugs are of the
same description as Schedule
One, but in addition, they may
lead to severe psychic and
physical dependence, according
to the law.
Drugs in Schedule Three have
less potential abuse in acceptable
medical use but may lead to
moderate physical or high
psychological dependence. This
includes drugs such as the
depressant chlorphentermine
and the stimulant lysergic acid.
Schedules Four and Five in
clude drugs with low abuse
Possible penalities for drug sales are:
Violation

dependence. This includes drugs
such as barbital, phenobarbital
and phentermine.

First
Conviction

Second
Conviction

20 to life
Sale of 10 or more grams of Schedule One
10 to life
or Two narcotic drugs
10 to life
Sale of 10 or less grams of Schedule One
5 to 20
and Two narcotic drugs
20 to life
Sale of any Schedule Three drug
5 to 20
5 to 20
Sale of Schedule Four drugs
2 to 10
5 to 20
Sale of Schedule Five drugs
1 to 5
If
a
person
is
over
21
and
delivers
or sells any
Penalty for sale of any amount of marijuana,
hashish or any other non-narcotic drug is five to 20 drugs to people under 18, he subjects himself to
years for the first conviction or 20 to life for a double the first conviction penalties.
second.
Second
First
Possible penalities for drug possession are:
Conviction
Conviction
Violation
double
5 to 20
Possession of Schedule One or Two drugs
and more than 25 grams of marijuana
Possession of all other drugs
Possession of 25 grams or less of marijuana, or
five or less of hashish

2 to 10
double
2 to 10 or
2 to 10
up to 1 year as
2 to 20
a misdemeanor
or 4 to 20
The marijuana provision of the law is highly defendant may be placed on probation for a year.
complicated. A judge may impose an alternative A second conviction under these misdemeanor
sentence of up to one year's imprisonment as a procedures carries a two to 10 year term.
misdemeanor for mere possession, or instead, the
A pharmacist dispersing drugs without authorization by prescription, failing to keep records
as required, or refusing to allow authorized inspection, is guilty of a felony punishable by a one
to five year prison term. This includes anyone knowingly keeping a store, home or building
used to store drugs.
Possession of smoking or injecting equipment carries a possible penalty for the first offense
of a two to 10 year imprisonment.
Visiting a common nuisance, such as a house where drugs are used, is a misdemeanor
punishable by six month's imprisonment and up to a $100fine.

WALNUT CREEK
GOLF COURSE
Trojan's Home Course
998-7651

by Judy Oyer
ECHO perspective editor
The recent visit to campus by
Senator Mark Hatfield and an
article by J. L. Auspitz and C. W.
Brown entitled "Where We're
Going" in Harper'b, May 1974,
have caused a considerable
amount of discussion and com
motion among the students of
political science on this campus.
There are two basic types of
campaigns, each having a dif
ferent philosophy behind it. The
representative model is within a
framework of morals and
tradition to obtain objectives.
The strategic paradigm works
within the framework of winning
as
an
end
in
itself.
Unquestionably, Senator Hatfield
could be called a politician of
principles. What the article in
Harpers concerns itself with is
the new type of politics - - that of
strategy.
The strategic campaign is one
of science. It is based on public
opinion polls, voting statistics,
and
calculated
television
coverage run on the premise that
the candidate looks better of film
at 68 degrees then he does at 72
degrees - - winning, whatever it
takes, is the goal. Indeed, for the
strategists, it is the moral end.
Auspitz and Brown have
suggested that the strategists use

by Robin Deich
ECHO perspective writer
With all the concern for the
selling of Presidential papers,
Spiro Agnew, too, joined the grab
for money; the former VicePresident is writing a book.
The novel, entitled A Very
Special Relationship, was
quickly grabbed by the Ladies
Home Journal. It includes
everything from political in
trigue and diplomacy to torrid
love scenes. To the latter, Agnew
commented "I'm not a man of
great experience in that area. I'll
have to use my imagination."

EAST
Pam Bolles UN '77
Pat Thursby EE '75

Dave Tincher
Garry Peters Bus. '75

May '75
Dec. 21, '74

SOUTH
Lynn Mayhall CE Jan '75

Tim Westberg

Spring '75

MCW
Kathy Showers EE '76

Bill Roberts Soc. '73

Oct. '74
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DELIVERY

UPLAND STANDARD SERVICE
MAIN & BERRY STS. - UPLAND. INDIANA 46989

Tires - Tubes - Accessories
PHONE 998-7793
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24-hour wrecker service
An Gere
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five basic rules to win a cam
paign. A candidate should be
fluid enough to accomodate all
interests and not alienate any
faction. The target is the unstable
voter, the voter who fluctuates
between the two major parties
and cannot decide which can
didate he favors. Annihilation of
the loyalities to the opposite
party is another guideline.
Also a candidte should keep his
options open and be prepared to
move in any direction. New light
may be shed on an issue changing
the mind of the public and the
politician must be ready to move
also. He should not adhere too
strongly to one position. Once
elected, the strategy is to govern
as if the campaign were still in
progress. He should mold policies
to appear to comply with public
opinion and shift blame for those
things that do not go well. The
idea is to manipulate issues and
public opinion.
Brown and Auspitz are not
particularly impressed with the
new election ethic. Their opinion
is summarized in this quote:
"When the game is merely
winning, the result is a political
community composed, not of
participants or worthy op
ponents, but of winners and
losers in the abstract pursuit of
power."

Agnew uses novel
as creative outlet

Ringdowns

Subscribe to
the ECHO

Strategy politics
science oriented

<

i

674-5226
Ml E. Main St

••»9»»99»

city

Using the medium of the novel as
a creative outlet, he hopes the
book is relevant to his readers.
According to Newsweek, April
22, the ex-Vice-President's
narrative structure centers on
the adventures of a fictitious
Vice-President, Porter Newton
Canfield, as he is duped by
militant Iranians who are hoping
to start war between the United
States and Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics in 1984. A
subplot revolves around Canfield's romancing of a 34-year-old
HEW secretary.
Although Agnew protests that
the novel was written for
therapeutic reasons, the critics,
perhaps including those hoping to
extend the book into Agnew's real
life, are reported to be anxiously
waiting.

Notice about
Chapel Speakers
The Spiritual Life Committee
would like to remind students
that their help is requested in
recommending chapel speakers.
Speakers should be chosen on the
basis of their ability to relate and
the benefits they can give to the
student body. Applications are
available from Mrs. Hill in the
pastor's office.
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Olivia Newton-John

Star talks to fans
by Beth Kerr
ECHO feature writer
With the excitement of a big
star coming to Taylor, many
students were quick to share the
news with their friends at other
universities. Such comments as
"WHO is coming to Taylor?" or
"Olivia Newton-John is going to
be appearing WHERE?" were
often heard when the information
was shared. Taylor students
found that the concert provided a
great opportunity for them to
invite guests for the weekend.
Miss Newton-John thrilled her
audience by performing a variety
of contemporary country-folk
songs, including two of her hits,
"Let Me Be There in the Mor
ning" and "If Not for You." Her
style of singing as well as her
energetic but delicate per
sonality helped to captivate her
audience.
After the concert, Miss
Newton-John appeared tired, but
ready and willing to please her
ardent fans. When asked how she
liked her tour of the UnitedStates,
she said that even though it was
her first group of performances
here, she could tell that she
"liked the people and country
very much." She has recently
been on a three week tour of
universities across the United
States and she said that she has

especially enjoyed this type of
traveling. When asked what type
of audience she likes to perform
for best, she said that she "enjoys
working for all kinds of people."
Miss Newton-John was not
born into a show business family.

like to be part of crowd, she said
that "it really wasn't that hard to
remain anonymous in America."
However, when she is at home in
England, she feels that she "owes
it to the public to always look her
best even when she's not per
forming."

Her Welsh-born father had an
academic background, and she
She enjoys working with many
was brought up in Australia
"stars,"such
as Dean Martin and
where her father was master of
Ormond College. Her mother, Englebert Humperdink. She is
who was born in Germany, is the also looking forward to working
daughter of a Nobel Prize win with Mac Davis this summer.
ning physicist. During her
When asked if she had any
childhood, Miss Newton-John
spent much of ther spare time advice for those who want to
making up songs on the family's break into show business, Miss
grand piano. By the age of 14, she Newton-John said, "I certainly
was singing in a local coffee would not discourage anyone.
house, where she was en First of all, make sure that you
couraged to enter a talent con have something to offer. Learn as
test. The winning of this contest much as you can. And finally,
EUUU
111
luck."
UK.
B
marked the beginning of her good
career.
She said that she likes to De on
the move, but when the tours are
over, she really appreciates
having free time to "just
do nothing." In her free time,
Miss Newton-John spends much
of her time in her London flat.
She also likes to visit friends,
hv
by r.rpunrv
Gregory PhilHc
Childs
catch up on the latest films, and
ECHO news writer
ride horses.
The 95-member Oratorio
When asked whether she liked-'
Chorus
will present a concert
being in the spotlight, or if there
were times when she would just Sunday, May 12, at 7 p.m. in
Maytag.
Clarke
Bedford,
assistant professor of music, now
in his first year on the Taylor
music faculty, will be con
ducting.

Olivia Newton-John preformed a variety of contemporary
country and folk songs at her concert last Friday night.
Featured were her two hits "Let Me Be There in the Morning"
and "If Not For You."
You.'

Oratorio to give concert
in vesper service form

The first of the two works to be
performed will be "0 Praise the
Lord With One Consent" by
George Fredrick Handel. Written
in 1708 for the chapel of the Duke
of Chandos, it is an extended
anthem for soloists and chorus.
The choruses are written in an
imitative .style like those in his
"Messiah." The final chorus ends
with one of Handel's favorite
works, "Alleluja!" and so the
work ends "in a triumph peal of
praise."
Soloists for the Handel work
include Taylor music faculty
members Skaidrite Hildebrants,
voice teacher, soprano, and

i?.
t ..dr
ooonniomi
nni.i;n
Franklin
Lusk,
associate
The "Te «
Deum," written in
professor of music, tenor. Bass 1898, is one of Verdie's "Four
soloist will be senior voice major Pieces." It was one of his last
Gary Shrader.
compositions, and came after all
The second work will be the his operas, the medium for which
"Te Deum" by Giuseppe Verdi, a he is most famous.
The concert will be in the form
work from the Romantic period.
The work is expressive and of a vesper service and will in
dramatic with great dynamic clude a short meditation by
contrasts. The choral texture is William Hill, minister to
very thick and calls for double students.
Next fall the oratorio chorus,
chorus. The text, which is usually
sung in Latin, but will be per performing on campus, will
formed in English, is taken from combine with soloists and or
the morning prayer liturgy of the chestra to perform Handel's
"The Messiah."
Anglican Church.

Spelunkers prepare
for cave exploration
by Kathy Block
ECHO news writer
Have you tried spelunking
through dank, dark passages in
primitive caves? SUB has

Financial Aid Release

Waitressess? Not exactly. But Phil Madiera (left) and Russ
Smith frequently do serve as waiters for banquets at the Dining
Commons. Here they make the final adjustments to their ties
before going downstairs to carry trays and serve dinners. ECHO
photo by John Kaiser.

uanirs
Open «:M p.m. Ir
lt:M p.m. MondaySaturday
4:Mp.m. to 10:Ot
p.m.
Sunday ft Holidays

4 BLOCKS
NORTH
OF CAMPUS
Phono: 9M4SH

Financial Aid
Press Release
Federal regulations require
that all students receiving
National Direct Defense Student
Loans (NDSL), who will be
graduating or leaving Taylor at
the end of this academic year,
appear for an exit interview
before terminating enrollment.
The purpose of this exit in
terview is to review loan
repayment requirements and to

MOM

MERCKER'S

"Exquisite Gifts For Exquisite Tastes"
Gifts - Cards - Fabrics - Art - Crafts
Daily 10-9 Sun. 11-6
Use your Master Charge - BankAmericard
First National Charge

Free Layaway&Gift Wrapping
1030 E. Main St.
Angle Acres Plaza
Gas City
. . _.
(Next to Mercker's Drugland)

674-6665

assist students in thoroughly
understanding their financial
responsibility under the terms of
the promissory note which they
signed for their NDSL.
Exit interviews will take place
on Monday, May 13, at 6:30 p.m.
in SL101. It is essential that these
students attend this exit in
terview.
Students having questions
should contact the Financial Aid
Office immediately.

planned the next trip to some
Brown County caves this
weekend to do just that. Bob
Heller,
an
experienced
spelunker, will lead about 12 SUB
spelunkers through some popular
Indiana caves.
"There will be a choice be
tween clean and cloppy caves but
grubby clothes are still in order,"
according to A1 Sorgen, trip
coordinator. Caves are the same
temperature year-round, so
attire for a cool, moist at
mosphere is necessary, he said.
A flashlight is also advisable for
this trip since the caves are
primitive.
Yesterday was the last day to
make reservations for the trip,
which costs $3 for food and
transportation.

HUNGRY? ? ?
not visit i

SUMS SHURWAY
HOMEOF
ANGLE ACRES PLAZA —GAS CITY
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Trackmen await
conference title?
by Tim North
ECHO sports editor

Whybrew took fifth in the
steeplechase; John Good ran
fourth in the quarter mile; Mark
Younger placed sixth in the 440;
and Paul Brady captured the
number four spot in the half mile.
The 440 relay team of Jeff
Johnson, Randy Moore, Joel
Johnson, and Officer captured
second, while Younger, Moore,
Brady, and Good took fourth in
the mile relay.
The field events saw Gary
Friesen finish fifth in the high
jump, and Doug Taylor land sixth
in the pole vault.
Two meet records were
established at Crawfordsville.
Tom Burleson of Butler broke the
tape at 4:06 in the mile to set a
new record, and Franklin's
David Lyan threw the javelin to a
new mark of 218' 9".
Today and tomorrow the
Trojans will be in Defiance for
the annual conference meet.
Taylor will be trying to conclude
its season with an eighth con
secutive conference cham
pionship in the Hoosier-Buckeye
circuit. The meet will begin at 12
noon local time, or 1 p.m. Ohio
time.

The Trojan runners were
forced to settle for fourth place in
the Little State meet at
Crawfordsville last week. The
Trojans had hoped to improve on
last year's third-place finish, but
a total of 42 points only netted a
spot behind three state rivals.
Outrunning Taylor was Butler
with 84 points, Valparaiso with 62
points, and Indiana Central with
50 points.
The performance of Paul Nitz
was a highlight of the meet for
the Troians. Nitz captured the
team's only first-place finish with
a 151' 6" toss in the discus.
Other good efforts for Taylor
were turned in by Steve
Gradeless in the mile and three
mile. His time of 4:17.5 was good
for a third in the mile, while his
mark of 14:52.7 took fifth in the
three mile.
The only other Trojan to place
in two events was Steve Officer
who finished fourth in the 100yard dash, and fifth in the long
jump.
In other running events, Dave

Menu
Grilled Pork Tenders.
DINNER:
Turkey
with
Dressing, Baked Beans A
Sausage.
TUESDAY:
BREAKFAST: Hot Cakes.
LUNCH: 3-D Sandwich, BBQ
Ribs.
DINNER: Baked Ham, Tuna
Casserole.
WEDNESDAY:
BREAKFAST:
Scrambled
Eggs with Hickory Bits.
LUNCH:
Fish
Sandwich,
Hamburger
.&
Macaroni
Casserole.
DINNER: Veal Cutlets, Diced
Beef & Noodles.
THURSDAY:
BREAKFAST: French Toast.
LUNCH: Ham & Cheese Sand
wich, Liver & Onions.
DINNER: Stuffed Pork Chop,
Chipped Beef on Biscuit.
FRIDAY:
BREAKFAST: Waffles.

SATURDAY:
BREAKFAST:
Scrambled
Eggs with Hickory Bits.
LUNCH:
Flaked
Ham
&
Cheese,
Fried
Chicken
Drumments.
DINNER: Swiss Steak, Roast
Beef.
SUNDAY:
BREAKFAST:
Scrambled
Eggs with Hickory Bits.
LUNCH: Baked Ham, Fried
Chicken.
DINNER: Light Buffet.
MONDAY:
BREAKFAST: Fried Eggs.
LUNCH: Tenderloin Sandwich,
for •» of
your hardwara

UpM Hardware
Phone: 998-2421

MHHi
Gary Friesen is shown competing in the high jump
as the track team prepares to defend its conference championship. This year's meet will be

held at Defiance College at 1 p.m. ECHO photo by
McBeth.

Scott

Trojans near finale
by Brenda Hendrickson
ECHO sports writer
Taylor's baseball team lost the
second half of a doubleheader
with Earlham College, 2-1 to take
its first loss in conference play.
They were, however, victorious
4-1 in the first game of the
doubleheader. The win is
credited to Greg Ruegseggar,
whose record is now even at four
wins and four losses.
Scot Krause, baseball coach,
commented: "We are coming up
a little in the hitting department
and are batting about .255 as a
team. It has been hard for us to
get key hits, and this is what is
hurting us." He added that
continuing to hit for the Trojans
consistently are: Doug Rupp,
Jeff Putnam, Roland Johnson,
and Gary Hornsby.
Putnam, leading hitter for the
Trojans and batting well over
.400, remarked that "although

our over-all record is not outstanding, we play a tough
schedule with several NCAA
schools." The Trojan season
record is 10-11.
Tomorrow the Trojans will

travel to Findley College to play
the Oilers in a doubleheader at 1
p.m. The last game of the season
will be played Tuesday against
Bethel College before the NAIA
District play-offs begin.

What's Happening
Friday, May 10
Senior
Recital,
Joan
McLaughlin (piano), Eric
Jarboe (string bass) —
Eastbrook, 8:15 p.m.
Track & Field — at Defiance.
Tennis, NAIA District —
Here.
Saturday, May 11
Baseball
Doubleheader,
Findlay — Here, 1 p.m.
Tennis, NAIA District —
Here.
Track & Field, HBCC — at
Defiance.
Movie, "Sleuth" — Maytag,
8:15 p.m.
Sunday, May 12
Morning Worship — Maytag,
10:30 a.m.
Spring Oratorio Concert —
Maytag, 7 p.m.
Monday, May 13
Golf, HBCC - at Bluffton.
Student Art Show continues
through May 18.
Chapel, Scholarship
recognition — Maytag, 10 a.m.
Exit Interviews — SL 101,
6:30 p.m.

Brindle Service

Tuesday, May 14
Alpha Pi Iota — SL 102, 7
p.m.
Taylor Art Guild — Art
Building, 7 p.m.
Book Forum — LA 241, 7:30
p.m.
Wednesday, May 15
Reading Hour — Theatre 25,
8:15 p.m.
Thursday, May 16
Prayer Hour, 7 p.m.
Friday, May 17
Golf, NAIA District 21.
Mini-Movie — Dome, 8:15
p.m.
Senior Recognition Banquet
— Dining Commons.
Saturday, May 18
Baccalaureate — Athletic
Field, 9:30 a.m.
Commencement — Athletic
Field, 2 p.m.
Sunday, May 19
Morning Worship — Maytag,
10 a.m.
Evening Service — Maytag, 7
p.m.
Monday, May 20
Evaluation Week through
May 23.
Editor's Note:
The name of Deborah Mon
tgomery should be added to the
fall dean's list.
•••••••••••

Chapel
it must be twenty years since the place was
painted. But you won't be able to tell it
when the job's done. And while you're
working, the great taste of Coca-Cola
keeps everybody happy.

I Ws the real thing.Coke.
,T,- O

p„io

(W COCA<OU MTTLIN* CO.

Bodied under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by.

^ Ptrdaaf, Indiana

BRAKE SERVICE
MINOR REPAIR

Official Vehicle State
Inspection Station

TIRES - BATTERIES
ICE - MILK
Mon. thru Sal. 7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m 8 p.m.
Phone 998-2592
Anson A Main Sts.
Upland

Monday, May 13 — Scholarship
Recognition.
Wednesday, May 15 — Taylor
World Outreach Dedication
Chapel.

FLOWERS AND
GIFTS FOR
ALL OCCASSIONS

Lloyd's
703 N. Baldwin Ave.
(By-Pass)
Marion

664-9088
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Netters win easily
by Bruce Parks
ECHO sports writer

Mike Server, captain of this year's tennis team, shows his form
in defeating another opponent. ECHO photo by Scott McBeth.

The Taylor tennis team arrived
in Wilmington, Ohio, Thursday
evening, May 2, for the con
ference tennis tournament. By
the following Saturday afternoon,
the team achieved something
that had never before happened
in the history of the conference.
The Trojans won the tournament
with a perfect score victory.
The tournament is run by
having the number one players
play one another in a singleelimination tournament, the
number two players play one
another, and so forth, through the
number six singles. Doubles are
played in the same manner, with
the number one, number two and
number three doubles playing
one another, as well.
According to Taylor coach
Sheldon Bassett, HBCC tennis
coach-of-the-year, scoring is
based on one point per match, or
in the case of a bye (an automatic
pass to the next round), the next
match counts two points. At the
end of the first day, Taylor was
leading the pack with a total of 18
points; all six singles had won
their consecutive matches to
arrive at the finals of their
respective brackets.
Saturday the sun was shining,
but to the rest of the conference

Trojanes end first season
in softball with optimism
by Brenda Hendrickson
ECHO sports writer
Concluding its season last
Saturday, the Trojane softball
team lost a doubleheader to
Indiana University 6-3 and 7-2.
Dr. Joanne Peppard, associate
professor of physical education
and coach of the team, com
mented: "Our hitting was good,
but 14 errors in the doubleheader
were influential in our losses."
Last Wednesday, the Tro janes
inability to hit fast pitching was
the main cause of the 10-0 and 6-3
losses to Ball State. The over-all
record for the season consists of
only one victory, but Dr. Peppard
expressed optimism for next
year's team.
Every member of the team will
be returning except for senior,
Audrey Satterblom. Since this
was the first year for women's
softball at Taylor, the experience

gained by the women this year
will be invaluable, according to
Dr. Peppard. She remarked that
she saw a lot of potential for next
year's team.
Phyllis Vance is the only
member of the team who had
played competitive softball
before this season. Miss Vance
and Jann Clevenger were the
pitchers for the Trojanes this
season. Offensively, the Trojanes
leading hitters were third
baseman Jan Parkin, outfielder
Lynne Titsworth, and utility
infielder-outfielder Terry
Wright.
Defensively, Miss Parkin, first

baseman Fran Janowicz, and
catcher Beth Wyse were out
standing for the 1974 Trojanes,
according to Dr. Peppard.

its rays seemed to fall only on
Taylor. The doubles teams of
Mike Server-Bruce McEachern,
Neil Black-Chet LeSourd, and
Pepper Goad-Rod Shafer won
their opening and second mat
ches to place all the doubles
teams in the finals, as well.
In the final matches, the
Trojans made short work of their
opponents, the netters, all
warming up on the courts at the
same time, left one by one - - all
in victory. Black, Goad, and
Shafer raced to finishes in
defeating their opponents10-2,101, and 10-2 respectively.
LeSourd and McEachern,
starting later, looked strong in
upending their opponents 10-0
and 10-3.
According to Art Jones, team
spokesman, Server, playing
some of the best tennis of his life,
defeated Anderson's number one
man after being down 5-1, by a
score of 10-8.
The reasoning behind having
pro-sets in the tournament in

stead of the regular two-out-ofthree sets was the bad weather on
Friday. The eight-game (in the
preliminaries) and 10-game (in
the finals) pro-sets were used to
make up the lost time.
Final summary of the matches
included:
Singles
Server over D. Haines (An
derson) 10-8.
McEachern over J. Cox
(Manchester) 10-3.
LeSourd over M. Hopkins
(Defiance) 10-0.
Black over D. Miller (An
derson) 10-2.
Goad
over
J.
Hoover
(Hanover) 10-1.
Shafer over J.
Bailey
(Hanover) 10-2.
Doubles
Taylor over Finley 10-1
Taylor over Defiance 10-0.
Taylor over Earlham 10-3.
The Taylor tennis team, in
collecting 36 points, achieved a
perfect score, a shut-out, and a
history-making performance in
the HBCC Conference.

Golfers set record in win
by d isplaying team effort
by Allen Matthews
ECHO sports writer
The Taylor golf team won itsown invitational last Saturday at
the Walnut Creek Golf Course.
This is the third straight year
that the team has won. There was
a field of 14 schools this year.
Shooting five strokes better than
last year, the team set a record in
taking only 375 shots to win.
Other teams, in order, were:
Wittenberg University 383;
Franklin 384; IU-Southeast 386;
Wright State 391; IU-Purdue 395;

Indiana Central and Cedarville
398; Central State 403; Anderson
411; Earlham 418; Bethel 434;
Marion 436; and Concordia 463.
Freshman Don Faimon led the
Trojans as he shot a 74 for the
course. Closely following were
Curt Knorr with a 76; Sparky
Renaker 75; Tom Holmes 75;
Steve Morris 76; and Mel Hall,
also with a 76. Low medalist for
the Invitational was Asey
Jackson of Central State who shot
a 70.

MOTHERS

REWARD
For the return of a small
gold pin, shaped like a flower
cart. Possibly lost in dining
commons. Contact Mary
Poling, dining commons or
ph. 998-2015.

Sales-Management
Career opportunities
Male —Female
Large national company expanding in the
Midwest creating openings in oales and
Management training opportunities. Prefer
college graduates, 5 figure income, bonuses, and
complete benefits program. Company paid
training at national facility. Send resume to
Nelson Gould, P.O. Box 29232, Columbus, Ohio
43229.
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